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NOTATION

Ak Free-surface amplitude at a point (xyO) per unit amplitude of

oscillation in the kth mode

AReflected wave amplitude per unit incident wave amplitude

(I) Free-surface amplitude per unit incident wave amplitude at a
point on the incident side of the wave due to incident and

reflected waves

Free-surface amplitude per unit incident wave amplitude at a

point on the lee side of the wave due to transmitted wave

Free-surface amplitude at a point on the incident side per unit

incident wave amplitude due to incident, reflected and motion-

generated waves

-(M) Free-surface amplitude ver unit Incident wave amplitude at a
point (xy,O) due to combined sway, heave, and roll motion

A k Added mass in the kth mode due to motion in the Rth mode

,P b Half-beam of a cross section at the calm waterline

B k Damping (due to wave making) coefficient in the kth mode due to
motion in the Lth mode

C k Restoring coefficient (spring constant) in the kth mode due to
k2.motion in the tth mode

Fk(e )  Wave-excited force or moment in the kth mode

g Gravitational acceleration

l J - ,/ Imaginary unit

K X/- 2 Wave number

N Two-dimensronal unit normal vector

n Unit normal vector on the bod.- surface pointing into the body

O,x,y,z Right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (see Figure 1)

'U Forward velocity of ship

v
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(x, yt) Free-surface elevation

C'A Incident wave amplitude

Wave length

Wave heading angle; ji - 0 for following wave

9 k Complex amplitude of displacement of body due to oscillation
in the kth mode

ER(x,y,z,t) Vertical displacement of a point (xy,z) on a body relative to
the point on the free surface on the same vertical line
(see Equation (6))

t v(x~y,z,t) Vertical displacement of a point (x,yz) on a body due to motion

p Density of water

O(x,y,z,t) Velocity potential function which represents the total fluid
disturbance due to wave and body motion

D(x,yz) Complex velocity potential for diffracted wave

*1 (x,yz) Complex velocity potential for incident wave

k(x,yz) Complex velocity potential for forced oscillation in the kth mode

Oj(y,z,x) Two-dimensional complex velocity potential

os(x,yz) Velocity potential for disturbance generated by the steady
forward motion of a ship

* vi

vi1



COMPUTATION OF RELATIVE MOTION
OF SHIPS TO WAVES

Choung M. Lee
t David Taylor Naval Ship

R&D Center
Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.

Abstract more complex three-dimensional approach. The
strip approach of obtaining the free-surface

An analytical method Is developed for pre- disturbances near a ship hull was encouraged
dicting the vertical motion of a point on a by the success achieved by strip theory In
ship relative to the motion of the free sur- the computation of the absolute mtion of ships
face. The prediction method presented here In waves.
takes into account the effect of the deforma-
tion of the incident waves on the relative The two-dimensional potentials are obtained
motion. The causes of the deformation consid- by using the method of distribution of pylsat-
ered are the waves generated by diffraction and Ing sources on the boundary of the cross
the waves generated by the motion of the ship. section of the body. The source distribution
The method is based on the two-dimensional is extended oa the waterline inside the body trs
approximation of the flow around the cross remove the Irregular behaviors of the poten-
sections of ships. The results reveal that the tials at certain discrete frequencies. Various
deformation of incident waves is so significant cross checkings of the numerical convergence
that it should be accounted for in the pre- are made to ensure the validity of the computed
diction of the relative motion of ships, results.

1. Introduction The computed results of a pontoon having a

uniform cross section identical to the midshipThe vertical motion of a point on a ship of a mariner hull form are presented. The
hull with respect to the undulating free sur- contribution from the various sources generat-
face is important information In the-seakeeping Ing local waves near the pontoon are shown in
investigation of ships. This motion Is often the figures. The results indicate clearly that
called "Relative otion.' The relative motion the free surface motion at the sides of a ship
has a direct effect on the inception of deck should be considered if a reliable prediction
wetness, slamming of the ship bottom, and of the relative vertical motion Is desired.
rudder and propeller emergence. The present study will be incorporated in a

strip fashion into an existing ship-motion
In general, the relative motion Is computed computer program, and the validity of the pre-

under the assumption that the Incident wave santly developed method will be investigated.
system is undisturbed. However, the incident
waves can be ilgnificantly disturbed In the II. Analysis
vicinity of a ship due to the diffraction by
the ship surface and the waves generated by the The coordinate system to be used in the
motion of the ship. Hence, one can easily analysis Is a right-handed Cartesian coordinate
surmise that the cause of the poor correlation system which moves on the calm-water surface in
between the predicted and the measured 1,2,3 the mean course of the ship with the ship speed,
relative motion is the assumption of the un- The origin Is located directly above the center
disturbed incident waves near a ship. of gravity of the chip at its mean position;

the x-axis Is direcked toward the bow; and the
In this paper a method to account for the z-axis is directed vertically upward; see

free-surface disturbance In the computation of Figure 1.
relative motion Is described. The method, as
an initial attempt, is limited to a tw*-dimen-

" sional approximation within the context of
strip theory. This approach is taken because
firstly, the results can be readily Incorpo- - -
rated into the existing camputatljmal scheme of cawt".1
ship motion based on strip theory" and secondly,
an evaluation of the two-dimensional approxi-

, mation ought to be made before undertaking a
RgureI - D09111111e O ae.s UumO
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we assum that the water Is Incompressible W~ J4 t iii t
and Its motion irrotational such that a velo- - f . Cis + C*6* e
c ity potential can be definad in the fluid
region. We also assume that the water Is in- wheres
finitely deep end that no current exists.

If we denote the velocity potential which . C(N.) -g c
represents the disturbance of the fluid by sxy 19 x

O(xR.z.t), then It can be decomposed In the cs(x ,y) u usxy.0) - )(u,0) (ab)
following form for a ship moving with a * .
constant velocity U in a regular plane wve
system, The vertical disbplacement of a point (x~y.z)

*(x.y.Z~t) - -Ux S(~y on a ship, denotedY by C(jt). Is given by

jut 1) v'X t) - z + C,(t - 4,(t) + yc,(t) (5)
+ Ue[*,(X.y,z)* i 0i where x a (x,y~z), and C.C and C are.

Here, we, Is the wave-encounter frequency. As respectively, the heave. rol11 and pitch dis-

mans the reel part of What follows. fsIs the placement from the men position of the body.
Steady Potential. and * Is the osiltr the relative motion of a point with respect to

oscllaorythe free surface motion at the sav horizontal
complex amplitude of Re oscillatory potential coriae (my isdfndb
which can be. further decomposed Intocoriae xyIsdfndb

6CR
6' t) - Cv (L.t) - C(x.y,t) (6)

i1+# I (2) The vertical position of the point on the
hull from the calm water surface at zero speed
is not, of course, necessarily the same as that

where is the incident-wae potential; OD at a non-zero forward speed due to the sinkage
tediffrcted-weve potential; #k the forced- and trim of the ship. In a strict sense, an

oscillatio otentil IIn the kth mode of Inclusion of the sinkage and trim affect in the
motion;,and the compex amlitude of the determination of the relative motion means that
displacemnt of the body due to Oscillation in the second-order effects contributed by the
the kth imode. The Incident-wae potential *1 terms such as 0(Os,). 0(#q!) and 0%2) should

can e gven xplcitl byalso be Included In the analysis. However. an

gc ~Invest igat ion of the second-order effects will
j1xyz - C -Jk~xcosa inA) + a () not be pursued In the present study. The

yslna ~ ~analysis will be kept within the first order
of the Incident wave amplitude and of the

where slenderness parameter of the body.

w wave frequency In radians per sec Determination of Steady Free Surface

g gravitational acceleration Tefe-ufc eomto asdb

CA *wave amplitude steady translation of a ship in calm water at

K 02/ - 2W/A - wove numer for deep constant speed U is obtained from the line-
wate arized Bernoulli's equation as

we eghC (x,y) - I * x(X.y,0) (7)
U wave heading angle, V - 0 11following 2

wvsThe boundary-value probem or s a

j -" follows: .8 o 0 sa

The free-surface elevation xyt)cnb
obtained froe ferll i IIxI'st cato n e of OSXxyo * 0(8
the velocity potential by U~n 3x

COx..0t t - - #,(m.,,t) + 0(02)
At rlAwere so denotes the hull surface below the

*calm-water surface, and n - (in n ,n ) Is the
Jutiunit normal vector on S~ polintlng'linio the bodw

-~~~~~ ( 0,10) xx,~O~e

*When the spatial variables x. y. a and n and *3 ay-)-0(0

prtial derivative with the respective Voi- r-m -10*(rZ orr

able. Also, a cemplex fincetion is oil) for x c 0
mult ipilld by**t nyteftlpr fr /I V

*th product shoeuld be realized.

*2



To obtain the solution of the foregoing .s(Rny) , sx(x.yO)
boundary-value problem, the thin-ship assump-
tion will be used. If we represent the hull
geometry by U 2t (x -fr ( ,)

y , if(x,z), (12) ((U.j), *,¢j / dd

then the unit normal vector on the ship hull
surface pointing into the body can be deter- -
mined by -U fJJ G (X-Cy,)f ddC (IS)

(f,;I.f) y-f (
n =on y - +f (13)

--f If we substitute the expression for
Gx(x-&.y,C) from Equation (17) into Equation

Substitution of Equation (13) into Equation (I8), we get
(9) yields 2 2 V

fx#s lx,tf,z) T *)Sy + fzs Ufx  (l14) cs(x~y) f & (&,)d~d¢f dOsecO

S. 0

We assume that the ship in consideration is
thin such that f a O(E) where C is a small • ink(x')csO ,
parameter representing the beam to length ratio f cosiy sin8)kekcdk
of the ship. Then, from Equation (14), dis- J k - 9 sec29
carding the terms of O(c). we find that U

Osy (x'±O'z) - -Uf (15) d d 2w c sec2
- f3J fC d~dfj Ose C3 0

The solution of #s is well known from S(s)
thin-ship theory (see, e.g., Wehausen and
LaitoneS5) and is given by * cos I#,(x-)seceI Cos( y sin~esec3e (19)

Os(x y Z)  f fU('.. d~dC Within the first-order approximation, the
S(0) .'(x-/' ) '('z-;) ~wave profile along the side of the hull can be

obtained by

" JJ (x-+ f (&.C)d~d (16) 1_(xO) - Re - 211 f d d dOsece

S(O) (G-) 0

where S
(
O
) 

denotes the longitudinal center- Q I

plant of the ship, and A s- / J f d'd_

G (x-C.yZ x-)y+(z +)" 0 d 5 (e )

2 - r2w F"c ekI asec2oz' 20dO dk •
k

0 0 where k - , Z' i (x-lcose. and
cos~k~j~j*I - --T ov

cs k ( - .o s €se! S 9 k y s i n e )

S kcos -g/U'

2s (x,0) - Rej2i ff fCdtd4
. oz'  i(z~csc~ sr

+ dOsecS a sln( 9 (x-)secej sh
0 f deseco e dk

Cos 016 ysinesct) (17) 0V W

wher means the principal-value Integral. + k sec'ed k s dk

0"
Thus, from Equations (7) and (16), we get

3



f d O a ksec2Z. (21) tz(yO;x) - K- 0 (27)

Jff d~d dseco k The kinematic body-boundary condition for 0 is

s(O) 0

which amounts to the wave profile along the N ICx) A - 11)

longitudinal centerplane.

Determination of Unsteady Free Surface e
J  s

i
n
p + Kz (28)

The free-surface deformation caused by the where N - (N2 .N3) is the two-dimensional unit

incident waves, diffracted waves, and motion- vectoron C 0 (x) which is the immersed contour

generated waves Is obtained from Equations (4b) of a cross section at x. ]he far field condi-
and (2). The unknown functions are #,), 0 and to sJl

m
i ie s

In the following sections we describe pro-

akInda
cedures for obtaining these unknown quantities. jeJKlylsin for(

Diffraction Potential. From the kinematic 1W fo (29)

boundary condition on the hull surface, we IYi for w -

obtain from Equation (3) In fact, we find that the boundary-value

problem for # is confined in the y-z plane;
Oni " "Inl hence, If we find an appropriate Green's

S S, function, G. which satisfies Equations (25),
(27) and (29), we can obtain the solution in

a the form of
-K(nicosu + jnzsinu - n,)# J (22)

S..
*(y,z;x) - f Q(I)G(I;y,z)dl (30)

If we assume that the ship is slender such

that n1 <<n, n0 , then, discarding n, in CO(x)

Equation (22), we obtain

where the unknown function Q should be found

K(jn~sin - n,)' from the remaining boundary condition (28).
nnj S, The appropriate Green's function was given by

S5  Ursell, 6 and the solution for 0 was obtained

. A -nby Choo
7 
and Troesch.

8

- j( A(jnlinU - n,)

The approximation of OD by Equation (24),

eJK(x0 coslu + y0 sinu) + Kz0  
(23) where the variable x is suppressed as a para-

meter, has led to the free surface condition

where (x0 ,y0 ,z0 ) indicates a point on the hull 
(27) and the far-field condition (29). As one

surface So. can readily observe, the forward-speed effect

is nonexistent in the foregoing problem. The

(23) we can Infer that foregoing simplification can be criticized for

From Equation (the lack of consistency in the perturbation
scheme. However, the analysis will be pursued

C(x,y,z) - (y,z;x)e-Jcs
l  

(24) on this basis with the assumption that the

forward speed has no significant effect on the
where x affects * as a parameter rather than wave diffraction. Furthermore. under the

an independent variable. By applying the assumption that the wave lengths of interest
Laplacian operator to the right-hand side of are greater than the order of ship beam, the

Equation (214), we obtain Helmholz equation given by (25) will be re-

placed by the Laplace Equation, i.e.,
yy + z *Z " 0;csaa (31)2yy zz

An appropriate linearized free-surface

condition for the velocity potential *(y,z;x) which Is exact for i - w/2, i.e., beam waves.

is A further digression from the original problem

will be made with a heuristic argument, based

Oon the success of strip theory, that the near-

Owe " U0 (Ofield solution derived with the radiation
cond it ionA+ goz -JKxcosU 0 (26) lir (0 y * JKO) - 0 (32)

or using the relation (we w - KUcosU, we have Is acceptable.

Although the diffraction potential is not
,explicitly solved In the usual ship motion
theory based on the strip assumption, a sim-
ilar radiation condition Is Invoked In apply-
Ing the Iaskind relation In the two dimen-
sional sense.

4



Thus, the modified boundary-value problem where Re. and Bin are the real and imaginary
now is reduced to ar. almost Identical problem parts. rispectivdly. of a complex function,
of forced oscIllatinn of two-dimensional the Ijry part of which is preceded by
cylinders in a free sujrface in the combined J*v-;~dx Is the Integral or the length
modes of heave and sway. It should be noted In the postive x direction and j , di the
that the diffraction potential is a function Integral over the submerged conit ) f the

*of the wave frequency w. This Is a noticeable cross section located at x; $'Is the two- idifference from the strip solution used In the dimensional approximation of 4k; and 6k liship motion computation4 In which the diffrac- the Kronecker delta.
tion potential Is treated as a function of
wave-encounter frequency wo. In Appendix 1. The restoring coefficients C~ j are given by
the process of solving the diffraction Cis - pW. C24 0 -0gV C " PgA,, Cis= C53
potential satisfying the two-dimensional s pglN .C - pgt(ixxN# -65). and CSS - 0Q
Laplace Equation (31) with the boundary condi- (I yy/N 08) where it Is the displaced volume,
tions (27). (28) and (32) Is described. The A, the weterpiane area, Mw the moment of the
description Is given in a general form for waterplane area about the y-axis, lxx and lyy,
any prescribed function replacing the right- respectively, the mass Wmoet of Inertia about
hand side of Equation (28). the x- and y-axis. and 0S the vertical distance

from the center of buoyancy to the calm water-
Motion and Radiation Potential. The motion line. The wave excited forces are given by

of the ship Is obtained b9y ol ving two sets of
linearized coupled equations of motion, which,
according to the coordinate syste gie in) Ifdxf [Jwdk
aFigure 1, for kjt 1, 3, 5 and k~t a 2. 4,6 L CWx e

L.~0 (a tAk - 1w Jks I', i (36)
- Mk Ak~ lktz+ Ck~t Fk ( 33 ) JWe s*o sa

Heefor k - 1. 2......6, where N. - yNs -zN2,HeeN, -x1 5 and N,$ x115.
N(mess of ship) for k'E( 3 From the foregoing equations it is obvious( that If the motion potentials * (y,z;x) areIikk(mass Meant Of Inertia) for knwnI we can solve the equations of motionk-t> 41 and find the six-degrees of freedom motionC

MkZ The first three of Ck are the linear displace-
0 for k~t except for M,~ . 1140 ments from the mean position of the ship in the

Z- M where z, Is the x, y. and z directions, respectively, and the
vertical coordinate of the remaining three are the angular displacements
center of gravity; "ut the x. y. and z axes, respectively. In

Akt s te adedmas coffiien inthe&thnumerical order of kt these are called surge.Akt s te aded ass oeficiet I thekthsway, heave, roill, pitch and yaw motion.mode due to the motion In the tth mode; kLUtilizing the derivation shown in Appendix 1,the corresponding damping cffic lent; 4" the ,a hwta
restoring coefficient; and FMa the wave
excited force or mamat. 6

The coefficients in the equations of motion W*svz (~~)* ~ y~xt
are obtained by slender-body strip theory.ki
The expressions are given as follows: D + + +~ *C,.,t4;, .r 5

Akt Re [. + 'UNA. /d/4;~ ~ x dl (4 Susitto of Eqution (37 ) Int Eq 37)o

SC S I (4b) yields

* nIm £f dx.I/ 2UN As C9(x.y) *- (* (x.Y.O) + * )

2UN 8 Is 41(35)(38)
for kjt 1, 2, 6 . .' '



III. Numerical Checks It is well known that the method of Green's
function to solve for the velocity potential

For the purpose of Illustrating computa- associated with an oscillating body in a free
tions, a pontoon having uniform cross sections surface suffers from the existence of Indef-
of the midship of a Mariner Class ship is inite solutions at certain frequencies.

9

chosen. The length of the pontoon Is arbi- Descriptions of the existence of the Indef-
trarily taken as five times the beam. The inite solutions and their removal are given in
cross section is close to a rectangle except Appendix 11. To remove the indefinite solu-
for the rounded bilges. The immersed dimen- tions, the source distribution is extended on
sion of the cross section Is 23.06 m beam and the line z - 0 Inside the body, and a rigid
9.07 m draft. The offsets used to describe wall condition, *' a 0, is Imposed on that
the section are given In Table I and the line, which will ge referred to as "top deck"
section view Is given In Figure 2. hereafter. According to FranklO the "irregular

frequencies" for a rectangle of beam S and
Tale-Oft" of Right44.if of MildMep draft T are obtained by

of MuIe n Clae Ship
Kb _b/g 2 T coth(mwT/S), m , 1, 2, 3.

V m m 2
wher bd 8
where b T. For the section considered here,0 -9.01 S/T - 2.5i. and therefore we get Kjb - 1.86,

4.33 -9'" and K b 3.19. In Figure 3. the singular
75 -9. behavior of the amplitude of the free surface

motion due to beam regular waves at y - 1.05b1030 -41 (the wave Incident side) at the first irregular
10. -7.8f frequency Is shown. The amplitude of the wave
1140 4. Is normalized by the incident-wave amplitude,
11.S34 -4.191 I.e., I.,/CA where C. is obtained by Equation

11.53 0. (38). The solid line is obtained by taking two
line segments on the top deck between y - 0 and
y - b, and - 0 and y - -b, and imposing the
condition Oz - 0. In Table 2. a comparison of

, OWL the free-surface amplitudes is presented for
o-.--various top-deck conditions. The values for- 4the rigid-wall conditions imposed on up to six
2 - line segments on the top deck are given to-
4- . gether with that obtained by imposing the

6- $ ' - 0 condition on the two line segments on
the top deck. Also shown are the values ob-

-8- tained by 0 ' 4 on the two line segments on
10- Ithe top dee at Kb - 0.3, 1.0 and 2.0. The-10 latter values are shown to check Ohmatsuls

statement,, that any arbitrary values for t;
Flgure2- Ri4M -Mf Crof 8 6m VIew f on the top deck, provided en appropriate

MdshlpoflMainerCselp symmtric or anti-symmetric condition is main-
tained, can be chosen to remove the irregular
frequencies. It appears that the method holdsAs described in Appendix 1, the velocity in higher frequencies only in the present case.

potentials are obtained by using the method of It looks obvious from Equation (11-6) that,
source distribution on the Immersed contour of unless 0; - 0 or ,' - o is Imposed on the top
the cross section of the body. As shown by deck, there Is no guarantee that the trivial
Equation (1-7), an approximation Is made by solution for $' in the Interior domain will be
assuming a constant source strength on each obtained. One would assume that more segmentsline segment which makes up the contour. The on the top deck should yield better results;
line segments are made by connecting the adja- however, the values obtained near Kb - 1.0 for
cent two points on the contour by a straight k and 6 segments on the top deck show that the
line. The points chosen are as shown In assumption Is not necessarily true. Why more
Figure 2. It can be expected that numerical than two segments on the top deck show an
accuracy will increase as the number of points Irregular behavior In the vicinity of Kb a 1.0
chosen on the contour Increaes; howv er, a Is not yet clear. Based on this Investigation,
compromise should be made to minimize computer the two segments on the top deck, together with
costs. A total of eight boundary points are the other segments on the body contour, areA taken on the right half of the Im'mrsed contour chosen for the ensuing computations.
of a cross section as shown by the black dots
In Figure 2. The boundary points thus Chseen
provided the desired accuracy end yielded a
satisfactory numrlcal convergence.

• 6



T"bl 2 - Prewie.Sfea Ampludes at 1.115h
for VavIew Tep~sl emilvem

Kb liall20. 4 2 Z9e. 21got

0.3 01 0.032 0.9ft 0.m3 0.26 0.542
0.8 1.4113 1.4a 1.39 1.350 1.610
0.9 16X 1.470 1.381 1.366 1.5
1.0 1.212 1.165 CUD 0.706 1.297 0.11111
I.l 1.313 1,271 2.1112 3.0M4 1.4

1.2 1.946 1577 2.367 2.427 1535M
1.6 2.143 19112 2.010 2.005 2.003
1.5 2.166 6 1.95 1.95 19 6 1.96
1,70 2.171 1.97 1.970 1.964 1959
1.76 2211 1.970 1.963 1.944 1.982
1.90) 2.356 1.982 1.937 1.265 1.975
1.81 3.386 1.966 1.922 1.905 1.9111
1.90 .231 1.946 1.905 134 1.961
1.96 1.734 1.941 1.807 1.4110 19t4

2.0 16943 1.935 1.57 165 1.947 1.937
2.5 1966 167 186.S3 1.83D 1353

Table 3- Coimparlson of Wow Ex FnewPtn
Obtaind by M OWdI4. W

Kb (381 (I (U)1 (30 (31 (39I

0.1 0.1526 0.1536 0.6121 0.9176 0.0062 0.A0M
0.5 0996111 0.111101 046116 0.6161 0.0603 0.0600
0.9 065715 0.6761 0,34211 0.3449 0.06V0 0.05111
1.4 0.4696 0.4776 0.2177 0.2101 0.0690 0.06912
2.0 0.379 0.3903 0.1068 0.1104 0.0642 0.0664

3.4 Several cross checks of the numerical re-
sults were made to ensure the accuracy of the

3.0 computations. One was a correlation of the
3.0 wave-excited forces computed by two Independent

I W~ o n methods; one by a direct computation using the
I VA1 o o expression given by Equation (36) and the other

2.6 by an Indirect method using the damping coef-
/ ficients. The letter method Is given by

2.2 Newman'12 as

r - for two-dimnsional bodies for 1A - 90 degrees.

I The comparison of the two independent results

t0o ______________ difference at Kb - 2. In any case a 3 percent

Fwas - mll-G 01"L d, mllowr atin Tbe3equals to 9b fo F0lad FI'
I Saba RGieqMnY and 2pb Afor

The hydrodynamic coefficients resulting
from the coupling between the away and roll
modes ame Asks A51, %4p. and 9%2. From
green,$ therem we hae



For the evaluation of Q1 S), one can use the
above equation; however, when I( is large.
the Infinite series makes the computation in-

-f(#1 k)ds u0 (S) efficient. Thus, one can use various rational
S ~and polynomial approximations for a large argu-

men t.13  In this work the Laguerre quadrature

where S Is the surface bounding the fluid method int roduced by Toddl" is used.
domain which consists of the body surface S.ooti h re ufc lvto
the free surface SF. and a vertical cylinder T bantefe ufc lvto

surface SR of a large radius R with a bottom i'0 (x~y) the velocity potentials should be
closre ~* Snce k - ~1  k ons~.evaluated at z a 0. which In turn means that

* on So. and *k - (~l)o q ecnthe Green's function given by Equation (1-5)

skozw that should be evaluated at z - 0. Then. for the
sources at the top deck, the principal-value

#fAknd W fJ knds Integral becomes-

cosk(v-ni) -ihinkly-n)d

which means that 0-

A2 4 -Ab2  and $2 1 114, cosMX C 9(CX) +' s InoX s 4SI (01X)

from Equations (34) and (35). The values of -IsInxCfx oa -+SI(x

Although the percent difference between the
two values at the higher frequencies appears where X - y-vi, and Si and Ci are the sine and
large, the error is within the bound which is cosine Integrals, respectively, which are given
associated with the number of segments chosen by
in the present case.

Table 4 - Comarison at Coupled Sway-NOl Si (x) a 1101~ dt n x 2n+l

l5'land "211 end Nel~way 442 nW "'a' 2 tjn (2n~l)(2n.1)I
Ceftients

03 0127 721 .~ 1%e CI(x) -J cost dt -Y + In x t~ (-I)nxK
0 .10 0 .1272 0 .14 o 0e " 0o 11 f n-I 2n(2n) I
2.0 0.00M 0005 MOW8 0.011111

2.0 .00 0.0M .080 0.111111Since these two functions approach zero in an
oscillatory manner as x- -. the series computa-

The expression for a pulsating source of tion for large x Is expected to require a
unit strength below a free surface Is given by large numer of terms before converging to the
Equation (1-5). The principal-value Integral desired accuracy (error less than l0-7). The
in this equation can be converted to an expo- rational approximation of lHastingsI

5 (see,
nential integral In the form e.g.. p. 233 of Reference 13) was employed to

obtain the sine and cosine integrals, and the
k~zC)results were found to be Idnia to those of

a Z~cosk(v-n) dkthe Louremto fTodd.1
a-k Lger ehdo

0 The amplitude Of the radiating waves at

-let IGSy - 100b generated by the sway and heave motion
-R5e El(-101s) I IevaJ of unit anglitude are given in Table 5. The

values given under the heading "Infinity" are
obtained In terms of the damping, 9 ill by

the plus sign for y-r l 0 end the Minus sign
for v-n 9 0 ()-AM ~ (81 /01,. 1 a 2, 3

where g

S - (y-vi) + i(z*C) which can be obtained from the principle of

a - tenergy conservation and are exact at y

ES) . 0 tIt appears thet the radiating wave generated
t by sway motion yields better accuracy than

S that generated by heave mot io..

y a C.725 uter's constant.

Il8m



Table 6- Cemeds of bdhdMr4~ 1.6
Aipiia _ ue OWf Made. at

Am .2
Kb TO 0

03 Dsoim CI amI ~ 0.11 0.11
1.0 1.111 ISm 0.611 &0
2.0 1.09 1.610 0.M6 0.430 0.4 -PO

IVl. Results and Discussion .m-.AI
0 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.6 2.0

The sample comutation Is performed for the Kb
condition of zero ped, I.e.. 0 - 0. Thus,
there Is no contribution from the steadyp -O miilos tZo pe o
translation to the free-surface elevation Vaulu e IHIAi@g

whic Is ivenby quaton (9).Since the pontoon Is symfetric fore and
To obtain the reiative motion. the absolute aft, the equations of motion given by Equation

vertical motion of the body should bekon (33) (neglecting the surge motion end Its
In Figures 4 through 6, the notion amlitudes coupling effects) can be reduced to the
per unit Incident-wae amplitude ore shw following form:
versus the nondimensional frequencies w2b/g (a)
- 2wbIA for is - 90, 135 an'd 160 degrees. Due (14 + A)Ct * asi lt.F
to the symeetry of the bodf, there Is no31 33 £3 3 I
motion at P - w (head waves) for sway and
roil. To facilitate the understanding of the (Mi + A22)C2 + 11t + (A11, - MzK + 61,%C,
measure of the vertical displacement at the
beam end which is contributed by roli, the + F~*e()l
roll amplitude Is multiplied by the half beam
b i n F i g u r e 6 .

A l - M ' Z + a % j 2 * 0 4 + A 4 %

~ 4. jThe coefficients appearing In Equation (ii1)

0.4 4trms of the two-dimensional velocity poten-0.4 % %%tiai *'(y,x;x). The z-coordinate of the
% ~.scenter of gravity. zm, was approximated as

tat of the center of buoyancy. The radius of
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 gyration for roll was assumed to be 0.6b such

Kb that ivy a 1.62

figre 4 - Sway Amiftuda at Zero Speed for
Various WVet He~dng It Is well known that a prediction of roll

motion based an linear damping obtained by a
velocity potential at zero speed would yield

an over-predicted peak roll at Its resonant
1.6 frequency. An Iterative scheme to obtain a

convergence of roll motion using the equivalent
linear damping of the viscous damping could

1.2 -have been tried In order to suppress the peak
-A -W roll; however, to avoid the ambiguity resulting

from the approximation of the viscous damping,
0.11 - It was decided not to employ this scheire.

The strip method employed for the aemputa-
04tion of motion does not take Into account the

~.uMend effects of the pontoon. Thus, the length-
wise Integrals In evaluating the and liandf 0 0.4 e~g i~a I~e 20beomew simple Integrals such as

Kb

Figme I- Hem ~hAwet at Rare limeed for
Vale-e- Headi"WO



The local waves generated by the sway.
heave and roll motion are presented In Figure

J t dx - kL7 as *,, X. and W, respectively, where the
L bar indicates that the quantities are non-

or dimensionalized by Incident wave amplitude. The
beabilse location of these free-surface Mli-
tudes is 1.05b from the origin. As can be

I ki.xZ dx - a kL'/12 observed In the figure the maximum local wave
k amplitudes occur at the same frequencies atwhich the respective motion amplitude becomes

maximum. The trend of the curves shown in
where ajk is t sectional quantity of Ak or Figure 7 is found to be almost Independent of
Bk . Similarly, #or the wave excited forces the beaevise locations, although the magni-
FkIe),. the contribution from the lengthwise tudes can change significantly. For the body
integral becomes chosen In the present case. the sway motion

appears to be a better wavemaker then the
2 sin(S cos) heave motion per unit amplitude of the Inci-

- JKxcosli dx€ (k2) dent wave from the beam directions for higher
K cosu frequencies, I.e., Kb : 0.8.

or

S dx sin "cosa)
2 A,0L cos Cos

K&osi for u . (42b)
o)2 0.5

14

04Wo fori j V 0. Z.
f 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Kb
For the arbitrary pontoon geometry chosen MWO 7 M&Xiw t

i in the present sample calculation, the pitch
and yaw motions for U s0 w/2 do not bear much -aee imdSway
significance because they are functions of the
length of the body which is arbitrarily chosen Cobinatilon of these motion-generated waves
in the present case. Thus, the results to be will be a harmonically oscillating free sur-
illustrated will be limited to beam waves. face. The a ltud of this free-surface s-
i~e., ii - r/2, only. However, the motion cillation at y a t.05b Is shown In Figure 8
amplitudes in Figures i4 to 6 for ij 01 w/2 are as XN which is a nondimansional quantity
presented to show that for a body which is norwtled by the Incident ave mplitude.
symmetric fore and aft as wll as port and The free surf&= deformation due to the Inci-starboard. boom waves could produce larger dent end diffracted waves should be added torelative motion than the other wave headings. the motion-generated free-surface disturbance
It is of interest to note in Figure 5 that the to obtain the actual free-surface elevation at
heave amplitude Is less then the incident wave the sides of a ship. The diffracted waves are
amplitude at all wave lengths for both U a 135 the reflected and Oe transmitted waves. At
and 180 degrees. This fact seems to reflect the Incident side of the body, the free sur-
the behavior of the function given by Equation face defomtion is caused by the ca~inion
(42b) which is the lengthwise contribution of face de tond caused te te
the heave exciting force. One can readily see of the c n ed w as The
that the function sin x/x where x - cosu KL/2 and reflection at the Incident side at
has the maximum value of unity at x a 0 and y a 1.05b Is Indicated by Z(]t) in Figure 6.
monotonically decreases as x Increases. Thus, The transmitted wave plltude at the lee
as either the absolute value of cos or K
increases, the wave excited heave force de- side at y a -I.OSb Is indicated by 7(L. Theicreases, the swave exction hoe e o the bar sign Indicates a nondimns nal ll etIon bycreases. The sway motion contributes to he the Incident wave amplitude. As one can ob-relative motion through Its wevmaking which serve from Figure 3, the free surface oscil-
changes the fre-surface elevation at the ship lates near the body at the Incident side with
Ssides. twice the amplitude of the Incident wave forND > 0.6, i.e., the Incident wave length less

Shm about 10b. On the other hed. at the lee
side the free surface fluctuates with less than
about i4) percent of the Incident wave well-
tudes for Rb • O.G.
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.4ip -0.IMRh~kb WIIMa T hwtebhairo h I tufs o
y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~' - A " mdnA adtewvs safnto fy h oin

0b 0.4 0.6 ch.2e a.6 2.0 2.2ntdI Fgr

10 Te aues shw O a re tose nomaed by

eneguteS folloinug reation evdaatT shoudhl w.an the ehaveo oeIo the mli e-o

(R near~aqMaasI m the aves as a efuncineo the eion-or
DI~~~ras~~losly for. Kb9 u ae ,nrtdwv ad. theelc wave t()I
1 V04D yaS M 0.15.6 One chnosev and a u prseae inb Fim; e

th0. the vaues oiwnv aeltoseomIdeb-
w yhhe pri() ndiple(ofte, coservtionly ofe tial tohe olid cuv les isfr The o-gaesr

energythde fatoofing relt sod holds aper wave anfteioedti one i or dthenre-
mit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~feted wavestthIniet-@,.Achcfrmhebl. AGlarerale fos rendb Is takn

was mad atnear0bocofr the fr-imeatherfrtouexa ies Heoehvor. morenl
goingi closn I a oudta terl- h e ar sbu0.6pted wav te ient prop is

tionhols tue een t dstacesssortasthates the atgoig-wae ampvitude becom mucn-

amplitudwero ofe the driutio a od trhe ompeaito be c one withn ohnea distan
soire was etedot incie waveles Anschek Firote hu. Thehnelly, ths tre Is con-

of the body, the square suam of the foregoing dicative of a possibility of breaking waves
equation becomes slightly less than unity. so hre between Y - .5b and 4.0b.
This Is construed as on Indication that the 2.0_______
added top deck may Introduce a slightly2.--'---- pIIISI

greater numerical error than the cas,Y ithout
the top deck. It Is uncertain if w" can be 1.0- 2.0
greater than 2 even at values of y as smll as
1.0%b. Although no firm proof 11 qstabllshed,
it appears that the values of gjXu exceeding .00 1.
12 are due to numerical errors resulting from A
the segment approximation. 1.4 -1.2______

The amplitudes of the free surface motion
generated by the body motion aOd the Incident 1.2 . .g,
and diffeacted waves are sow In Figure 9 atI
the Incident and the lse sides of the badly.
The prominent hop and hallow. trend of the I.a --------pi A0' a

r ~~~ amplitude curves indicates the sensitivity of % ,

the free surface auanent with respect to the g .A... 10
Incident wave frequency. The drastic change I.01.I.2 1.31.41.S . 1. 0U
from the b-eavor of individual wave amlituies/
shoos In Figure I Implies that the p~eg dif-
ferences between the met len-generated wvs ~OU-a e gMaen.
and the diffracted weves an very from S Se uat of GA
degree to 2180 degrees.



The amplitudes of the absolute (l n) and VI. Acknowledgments
the relative (ICRI) motion divided by the inci-
dent wave amplit6de are show in Figure 11 for This study was sponsored by the Naval Sea
y - i.05b and in Figure 12 for y - -1.05b. The Systems Commend under the General Hydro-
relative motion computed on the basis of no mechanics Program administered by the David

deformation of the incident wave is designated Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center. Thanks are
as "Old Rel." and the present calculation based extended to Mr. V. J. Monacella and Dr. W. C.
on the deformation of the incident waves is Lin for their kind support during the course
designated as 'New Re).". A large difference of this work.
between the old and new relative motion can be
observed In Figure II at higher frequencies. Appendix I
The difference is almost a factor of two. This
phenomenon is due to the f3ct that at higher Determination of the Velocity Potentials

frequencies the absolute vertical motion of *r(yz) and *l,(yz)
the body diminishes while the reflection
effect almost doubles the amplitude of the The boundary condition to be satilfied by
free surface motion on the side of the body. the harmonic functions *D(y.z) and #k(yz) are
The old relative motion, however, assumes that as follows:
there is no deformation of the Incident wave;
hence, the relative-motion amplitude becomes - - o-'
identical to the incident-wave amplitude. On o z  - 0 on z , 0 (1-1)

the other hand, the new relative motion at the
lee side diminishes at higher frequencies where a, -w/g for *0 and a w,/g for ;
since both the absolute motion and transmitted
wave amplitudes diminish, while the old role- fI - (1-2)
tiye motion amplitude becomes the same as the Cilt
incident wave amplitude.

where C. is the contour below the calm water
30 surfaceof a cross section of a ship and f.

0 a complex function, is assumed to be known;

2.0 -rn ( ; jat) =0 (1-3)

0. .and

Ab # .0 as Z,.(

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 The Green's function G(yz;n, ) which is in
Kb the form

FgWe 11u-Reltive MotionandAbeluMoton G - In r + 14(yz;nm )
aty - 1.05b for Beam Weves where

20 r . [(y-1)" (+U-021i

, I Ab ii Iand-: 10- -- i--fm -_
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 In z < 0, Is given in Wehausen end Lattone 5 as

Kb

Figur' 12- Relative Motion and Abdlues Melon n r - I r f "k(z+) tsk(y) dk
sty- -1.l) for bown aves -O k-a

V. Conclusion * ,,owz*0 cob(Y-n)J (1-5)

From the present Investigation It is found
that neglecting the Incident-wave deforma- where r' - [(y-)' + (r+)'1

1
. Using this

tion due to the body motion and diffraction Green's function, we can express * by
could lead to a significant error in the pre-
diction of the relative motion of ships. The
computation should be extended to an actual *'(y,z)
ship at speed for various wave headings,
and the results should be correlated with C.
available model experimental results of rela-
tive motion.
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where QIs the unknown to ba determined.()
Since C represents a pulsating source at a G. . ( o (s) jzld
point bolas the caits water surface. Q can be r 'kJ f N iih;d
regarded as an unknown source Strength Of k-0i kC.l
complex value.

Following the procedure adopted by Frank,10  These two equations can be expressed In alga-
we can show that braic form "s

N ' z e~~J G yzd (1-7) A(S) (a) 1(0

(V(e) (s)
wherel ACS is) diie I(o$een)oe * hr Ae

wher C&Is ividd Ito evn nuberof ore aW nd AW are N4 by K matrices. the
linear segments Cl, and I Is the constant elements of which are given by
source strength on the Ith line segment C1.

Let us ass-? oit the prescribed funclIg A d [ 411) (l;,.z1)dl for (d) W a or (0)
f can N~o C.~ U.0 r-o rn ~e function, tl.l
end ar'o. 4 ). of fI@y. The cross C
sectiw or .- ~*.to here Is assumed to be(a (9

sy,*t de ouaxis. Thus. we can also a d Q~ are the O~I vecor the$asui r s~'tat* cnbed ym it elements of which are given by h'and i
J ~~~an ovo~~- if)aed an odd part *I.Than.* respectively (h vr If k-i, oi i f I

we can t tt the values should be taken), and pIe and pI)
are the column vctors. tte elements of which

(di ~ o(Iyz~I (1-8) are given by fe aend ffsl* respectively.
*~ ~ hen.e(iyZd we can obtain the unknowns 4(e) and

(0) Q,') end)d (19(d) . fA(d)1 3sB(d) for (d) - (a) or()

adsubstitution of these Into Equations (1-8)
Aaere H N/2 is the numer of linear segmnts and (1-9) yields 00e and0()
an teright-half of Co. and

G(e)) For the diffraction potential q.we have
I n r nr ~ 'TUr

1. [ N(UCA Kz.)Ky sinl

2 0k(z+C) okcv7+l) d ec,
2f k- hne

0 f~e) - J~aelt(Nlslna sin (Ky s Inp)

I JZWeO( 'cosa(Vyl;1)J (1-10) - Njcos(Ky sinua)J

where the upper a$ler in correspond f(s) . Ulms INsing cos(Ky slmpi)
respectively to vte) and 6isJ * and

a((Y6.f)t * OtC)'11  ~i~~ i~)
where (y~a) Is point on C. and N~ ad N, are

r; ((yell)t I (z+C)al. respectively the y-tdac o t of the unit
vector an Co pointing Into the body. For a

ntake tenormal derivative of syintrlc bod "I Is an odd function of yan
at h ludutf of C~ ad No Is an even function.

desig~natethem b jan 'r then due to
the pr grty of the lUrface listribution of
source' , we have

C
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For the notion potential 4.we have should have trivial solutions for the boundary
the following boundary condition on CO: condition (Il-I) if # Is unique. but, the

It f~e f~s)fact that for som 11 ; has nontrivial solu-
tions IOplies that 0~L~j i 0; hence,
Q~l - ()0on Cf I A - Al. The Iden-

2 ~~~ 0 u iy Q #l~Nwl can be easily proved. Fr~m
2 0waii green's theorem we can show for any point p

3 NO, 0in the Interior domain Rt' bounded by Cf and
.ju*N, 0Cf that

4 0 NON.i ;(P') f [jN6(p') - ;GNwl.

where N, - yN3 - aNX. Cf

Appendix 11 0 =f (*NG(p') - $%Idi. (11-'.)

rregular Frequencies

It 4 wel kown hattheGree's uncionhence, subtracting the two equations above, we

met hod~ for the velocity potential functiongo

associated with an oscillating body In a free
surface suffers from the existence of In- j$')- ' 1  *)G(p') # )GwIdl
definite solutions at certain discrete fro-
quencies. These frequencies are often re- c
ferred to as "Irregular frequencie.'. John9

showed that they are equivalent to the elgen- WNG~p')dCx-5
values of the boundary-value problem for the Jfc N '
velocity potential defined In the Internal
fluid domain bounded by the body surface and
the interior line a_- 0. That is. If the since #N- - 0 on C~ and from Equations
velocity potential # defined Inside the body (11-Is) and (1-5) we find that ;jj(I) - Q(i).
has nontrivial solutions for the boundary Since (0) cannot be Identically zero on Cf,
condition the associated homogeneous equation of (11-3)

iz -A; -0 onC f z - . -b< y b)can have nontrivial solutions at A - A I*

0 onf~a.. -b~b)Frank 10 has shown that the added mass and
I - oon (I-i) damping coefficients of cylindrical bodies have
- 0 n Cfdiscontinuities at certain discrete frequencies.

for iscete alus o A, henwi U/~X isSeveral Inveiigators have shown either In pub-
the th rreularfreueny fr I ~.L .. . lished11'17'1  or unpublished forms various
the th rreula frqueny fr -1. . .. . methods for alleviating the irregular fro-

If the velocity potential # defined In the quenciets. The removal of the Irregular fre-
fluid region ft outside the body Is expressed quenciets Is achieved In this work by Imposing
by Z 0 or *' - 0 on the Interior waterline Cf.

This I psad boundary condition on Cf then
makes *!0 In R' since

C, f J I2  ds f .,( -Nd 0 (11-6)

then Ike C0 +C f

f(p,) 3 '( ~ Q(P,) for fic - 0 and Ij'*0 and *therefore.

h I ')I-., lvi*%In 0' Impliot that 0s .
(U-))With this apyroach we can begin with a new

4(1)k~ip.)d (1-3) definition of* by

where f(p.) is prescribed. The Freoimol thee-o)- ( Ql)) ~pd
rem states that Q has a unique solution If thef
associated h, I ogaeu equation, I.e., f - * CfCI
In Equation (11-3). has a trival solution
only. From John's uniqueness proofy we know and solve for Q free the Fredhoim equationthat~ ~ : If C , Identically vanishes 10i
ant o Since *given by Equation -

(11-2) Is lontinuous averywheve In a < 4 I f(PI, e) WQps*f,1%(;,d

If we te ;fp') - 40116OW1.f~d,
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